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What is a Metric?



Metrics are ways of measuring

Express climate change consequences in ways that can:

1. (at least) be understood by economists
2. be used to impose Pigovian taxes (or perhaps even
Coase-y solutions)

3. allow for optimality solutions

Three metrics to meet ways 1-3



Metric: GDP
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GDP metric

Express GDP/social damage economic impact of climate
change as percent of current GDP

Calculations performed by the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC)



Estimates as of 2013 from IPCC

"Globally aggregated economic impacts of global warming are
a small fraction of income up until 3 ◦C. A global mean
average temperature rise of 2.5 ◦C may lead to global
aggregated economic losses between 0.2 and 2.0% of income
and losses increase with greater warming"

"Little is known about aggregate economics impacts above
3 ◦C"



Damage function
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Metric: Social Cost of Carbon
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Social cost of carbon

Express GDP/social damage economic impact of climate
change as dollar amount per ton of CO2e

Use this amount to determine size of Pigovian tax



Estimates of Social Cost of Carbon

Social Cost of Carbon
per ton of CO2
2019 dollars

President Bush $30
President Obama $100
Trump $5



Metric: Optimality Condition



Abatement

If there is going to be damage, we can abate

Abatement is:

. not emitting CO2e

. cleaning up emissions (not damages)

Abatement is supply of a nice climate

As the climate gets hotter, we can abate more
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Supply nice climate by reducing emissions

Cost
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Marginal abatement cost curve

Marginal abatement cost curve is a series of activities,
each representing the use of a di�erent abatement
technology

Abatement activities:
, Low-cost: LED lighting
, Medium-cost: Waste recycling
, High-cost: Solar panels
We will go through lots of abatement activities later



Inverted abatement curve
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Inverted abatement curve
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Optimality idea

If we abate more:
⇒ temperature increase will be smaller
⇒ GDP/social damage will be lower

But abating costs money

So we should:

. only abate if the reduction in GDP/social damage is
worth it

. choose the temperature increase that minimizes the
sum of abatement costs and GDP/social damage



Solve for optimal temperature limit 1



Solve for optimal temperature limit 2



Solve for optimal temperature limit 3



Predicting optimal temperature limit

Optimal temperature limit depends on:

1. Shape of inverted abatement cost curve
2. Shape of damage function
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